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Look at people's blood, gave them products, and then
look at the blood again

separate and electrified.

4-5 hours of exercise a day and burning magnesium

tiredness disappear

her skin.

dog turned the corner immediately.
Heavy metals showed up in blood tests; Brandi Stewart was

They looked at RNA on the microscope and shot a 12-13 
minute video of one RNA Drops. She said, "It's just so alive.

gem stone in the middle."
She was able to pick this up on her dark field microscope.

Sea salt for sodium for adrenal gland support
Product recommendations at the bottom of Dr. Carolyn's
blog post - what Dr. Carolyn uses.

20:45 Switched from Magnesium Citrate to Calm Magnesium
Powder

That does help the arrhythmia.
But is having muscle cramping and has to take more and
more.
"When Magnesium Makes Me Worse" Blog
Between depletion and therapeutic levels of magnesium,

teachings on having money flowing to you freely and easily.
Get rid of the future concept; you are waiting.
It's happening now.

1/4 tsp of sea salt in every pint of water you drink.
Epsom salt baths.
2012rnaradio.com and sign up for the contest

31:10 Frail elderly father. Heart rhythm issues.

Very weak. Not one to take lots of nutrients.
Is there one basic thing I can get him started on?
If you are going to take on product - RNA Drops.

Announcements and T-Tapp Conference
Very good live cell microscopicist - Brandi Stewart

Clumped up red blood cells with ReLyte and ReMag became

stewartanalysis.com

Magnesium oil vs. ReMag - ReMag made muscle cramps and

She spritzes her face and neck with ReMag. Tightened up

Older dog with accident; put on drop of ReMag in Water -

recommending ReAline

There are probiotics all over the screen. Cells with a blue

Rose Hip Powder and Lecithin - Vit C Complex

Tachy Brady Syndrome and Afib

you can go through all sorts of rebalancing.
Go to RadioFreeiON on achieveradio.com and listen to iON's

Tachy Brady is an electrical problem.

Taking coumadin. Had a heart attack 9 months ago.

Or, at least ReMag to start because he's on 6 medications,



with at least one with Fluoride in it which kills Magnesium
One drop twice a day for a week. Then, look at adding one
drop a week.
Drop on the back hand and lick it.
Nancy started her parents with the Drops on their hands.

37:20 Husband's health situation
Dental work 3 years ago - 2 root canals with mercury fillings
and crowns
Next day he said tongue felt funny, and he had faint lisp.
Tongue wasn't function and his words were getting impaired.
He's chemical sensitive and cleaned out house.
Tongue spasms; muscle issues in face and esophagus.

Magnesium can help detoxify and stop muscle spasms.
Homeopaths don't like people taking other products.
Good that all the mercury is gone.
Sounds like the doctor is being cautious.
Homeopathy wouldn't be my first way of dealing with this.

important.

the thyroid. 
Mercury toxicity is also a safe environment for yeast to
overgrow.
Mercury toxicity and yeast toxins together.
Building up minerals, treating the yeast, doing gentle detox,
do the RNA Drops.

when you do RNA Drops.
This is a complex issue, and he is being treated within a
complex system.
You may need to finesse your system.

49:12 Health declining with the aging effect.
Drops aren't effected by time.
Litmus test - improving and no effects with aging

50:00 When animals improve with the Drops, it proves that this
cannot be a placebo effect.
We are happy where we are.
Integrity of the product and information.

51:55 If your product sells on the Dr. Oz show, they will get
50% of your sales for three years.

55:08
Products safe?
With any sort of diagnosed condition, go really slowly.
You already have stirring up effects with magnesium, so go

Dr. Mark Reiner - expert on heavy metal poisoning
Treatment - homeopathy, botulinum, 
Chelation?
Heavy metal detox? Nutraceutical treatments

I would say the ReMag, the magnesium, would be

Also, the ReLyte, which has four of the minerals that helps

It's important to do ReAline to make room for the new cells,

Tachy Brady



slowly.
Do 20 drops of the Drops twice a day.
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